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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper by a space we mean a topological space. Let X be
a space and A its subspace. Then A is said to be C*-embedded (resp. C-
embedded) in X if every bounded real-valued (resp. real-valued) continuous
function on A can be extended to a continuous function over X. For an infinite
cardinal number y,A is said to be Py-embedded in X if for every locally finite
cozero-set cover % of A with Card % < y there exists a locally finitecozero-set
cover f of J such that ffl^l (= {VHA＼V e Y＼) < (= refines)^; ^ is P-
embedded in X if A is Py-embedded in X for every y. Py- and P-embeddings
were originallyintroduced by Shapiro [16]. For the case y ― Ko it is known that
PK°-embedding coincides with C-embedding. And a well-known fact is that
collectionwise normal spaces are those spaces in which every closed subset is P-
embedded. For basic facts of these embeddings the reader is referred to Aid and
Shapiro [1] and Hoshina [3].
As for normality of product spaces we have known the following results due
to Morita [4] and Rudin and Starbird [15], respectively, that a HausdorfF space
X is y-paracompact normal iff X x Y is normal for any compact Hausdorff
space Y of weight w( Y) < y, and that for a normal space X and a non-discrete
metric space 7,Ix 7 is normal iff X x Y is countably paracompact. Being
motivated by the firstresult Morita and Hoshina [7] and Przymusinski [12]
independently proved that for a compact Hausdorff space Y with w(Y) = y, A
is P7-embedded in X iff A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y. On the other hand,
corresponding to the second result above, the following problem was posed in
Przymusinski [13] (see Hoshina [3]) but stillremains open: for a non-discrete
metric space Y is it true that A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff A x Y is C-
embedded in X x F? Recently Ohta [10] proved this equivalence when Y = kw,
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the product of countably many copies of the discrete space with Card k > Ko
under an additional assumption on A; in particular,in case k = Ko, that is, Y is
space of irrationals, he showed the problems is affirmative.
In this paper we study to obtain further such equivalences when X and Y
belong to other classes of spaces. Indeed, itis known so far that in case either Y
is non-discrete compact Hausdorff, or A is C-embedded in X and Y is locally
compact paracompact Hausdorff, then in 1x7 C*-embedding of Ax Y
implies its C-embedding (see [3]). But, any other case of X and Y for which
similar results hold seems to be unknown. In this paper first we prove the
following theorem. As a corollary to this result, in case Y is non-discrete a-
locally compact metrizable we have a partial answer to the Przymusinski's
problem, which seems to be interesting when compared with the Ohta's result
above. Here, Y is o-locally compact if Y is a union of countably many locally
compact closed subspaces.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a C-emhedded subspace of a space X and Y a a-
locally compact paracompact Hausdorff space. Then Ax Y is C* -embedded in
XxYiffAxYis C-embedded in X x Y.
Using Theorem 1.1, in Theorem 2.4 we show further the corresponding
result for the case of P-embedding. In the next two theorems we discuss for the
case X is a P-space and Y is a E-space or a u-space. It may be emphasized that
these results seem to give a new possibilityto discuss various embeddings such
as C*-, C- or P-embedding on products for known classes of generalized metric
spaces.
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a normal P-space and A be C-embedded in X. Let Y
be a paracompact Hausdorff 1,-space.Then A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff
A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y.
In case Y is a <r-space,Theorem 1.2 enables us futher to prove the following
theorem which shows the equivalence of C*-embedding and P-embedding of
Ax Y in X xY.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a normal P-space and A be P-embedded in X. Let Y
be a paracompact Hausdorjf o-space. Then Ax Y is C* -embedded in X x Y iff
Ax Y is P-embedded in X x Y.
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P-spaces, E-spaces and er-spaces are due to Morita [5], Nagami [8] and
Okuyama [11], respectively. Our resultsare motivated by the results obtained in
Nagami [8],[9] and Chiba [2] which show equivalences between normality and
either countable paracompactness or collectionwise normality on product spaces.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Throughout thispaper TV denotes the set of positiveintegers.
Let A be a subspace of a space X. Then it is well-known that A is C-
embedded in X iffA is C*-embedded in X and is completely separatedfrom any
zero-setZ of X which is disjointfrom A. This factwillbe frequentlyused in
thisnaner. Moreover, for lateruse let us recalltwo lemmas below.
Lemma 2.1 (see [3]). Let B be a compact subset of a Tychonoff space Y.
Then for anv svace X. X x B is P-embedded in X x Y.
(1) <-> (4) of the following lemma was mentioned in the introduction.
Lemma 2.2 (Morita and Hoshina [7], Przymusinski [12]). For a subspace A
of a space X the following statements are equivalent.
(1) A is Py-embedded in X
(2) A x Y is Py-embedded in X x Y for every compact Hausdorff space Y
with w{ Y) < y
(3) Ax Y is C-embedded in X x Y for every compact Hausdorff space Y
with w( Y) < y
(4) A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y for some compact Hausdorff space Y
with w( Y) = y
Let us now Drove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We only prove the "only if" part since the "if"
part is clear. Suppose A is C-embedded in X and A x Y is C*-embedded in
X x Y. To prove C-embedding of A x Y in X x Y, let Z be zero-set of X x 7
disjointfrom ixF. We shall show that A x Y and Z are completely separated
in X x Y.
Since F is c-locally compact and paracompact, Y admits a c-locally finite
cover <&―I ],-=v y>i consists of compact subsets, where #, is locally finite.Let
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<gt= {Ca＼ke A,-}.For each Ca g *ST,-,put
Ga = (XxCa)n(Xx Y-Z).
Then Go. is a cozero-set of X x C^ containing A x C^. Hence, since Ca is
compact, it is easy to see that we can take a cozero-set Ha of X so that
A x Ca <= #a x Ca <= Ga.
Since
^4
is C-embedded in X, there exists a cozero-set L,viof X such that
^nLfA = 0 and X - Ha cz La.
On the other hand, since Y is paracompact and #,･is locally finite,there
exists a locally finite collection {C/,-A|AeA,-} of cozero-sets of F such that
C,-Acz C/,-Afor each AeA,. Hence it follows that {L,-Ax C/,-A|AeA,-}is a locally
finite cozero-set collection of X x Y which satisfiesfor each X e A,
(^ x Y) n (La x Ua) = 0 and La x Ua =･(X x Ctt) n Z
Let us now put
AT=U{LttxC^|AEA;/e^}.
Since {L,-Ax Ua＼AeA;i e N} is a-locally finite,K is a cozero-set of X x Y, and
we have
(Ax Y)OK = 0 and IdZ.
Hence X x F ―K is a zero-set of X x y containing ix F and disjointfrom Z.
Thus Ax Y and Z are completely separated in X x Y. This completes the proof
of the theorem. n
Corollary 2.3. Let A be a subspace of a space X and Y a non-discretea-
locally compact metrizable space. Then Ax Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff
Ax Y is C-embedded in X x Y.
Proof. Suppose that A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y. Y being non-
discrete metrizable, it is essentially proved in [3] that A is C-embedded in X.
For completeness we give its proof. Y contains a convergent sequence
{yn＼ne N} of distinct points having yo as its limit. Let C = {yo} U {yn＼ne N}.
Then C is compact, and by assumption and Lemma 2.1 we see that ix C is
C*-embedded in X x Y, especially in X x C. Hence by Lemma 2.2 A is C-
embedded in X. The corollary now follows from Theorem 1.1. □
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Remark. Let A be a C-embedded subset of a space X. It is known that
if Y is locally compact metrizable, then A x Y is C-embedded inlx7 (see
[3]).In case Y is c--locallycompact metrizable, then A x Y need not to be C*-
embedded in X x Y. Indeed, Przymusinski [14] pointed out that there exists a
normal space X with the property that for a non-locally compact metric space
M (in particular, Q ― the space of rational numbers) X contains a closed subset
A snr.h that A v M is nnt ri*-emhpr1dpd in 1^ v M
For the case of P-embedding corresponding to Theorem 1.1 we have the
following theorem. The resultis motivated by a theorem of Chiba [2] that for a
collectionwise normal space X and a <r-locallycompact paracompact Hausdorff
space Y, X x Y is normal iff X x Y is collectionwise normal.
A collection {Q|AeA} of subsets of a space X is uniformly locally finite
if there exist a locally finite cozero-set collection {G^/leA} and a zero-set
collection (ZjUeA) such that G c Zi c G; for each leA.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a P-embedded subset of a space X and Y a a-locally
compact paracompact Hausdorff space. Then Ax Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff
A v y ≫cP-iPWthpAAprlin Y v V
Proof. It is sufficientto show the "only if" part. Let < = ＼JieN^i be as in
the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let % be a locally finite cozero-set cover of A x Y.
Put
Fi = ＼J{CiX＼XeAt}.
Since A is P-embedded in X, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 A x C^ is ^-embedded in
1x7. Since Y is paracompact HausdorfF,{C^|AeA,-} is uniformlylocallyfinite
in Y and so is also {A x Ca＼A.eAj}in XxY. For A,yueA,-,(i x Q) U
(J x C/^)= ^4 x (CaUCi/x) is P-embedded in I x F. Hence by Morita [6](see
[3,Theorem 3.12]),A x Ft is P-embedded in X x Y. Consequently thereexistsa
locallyfinitecozero-setcover f} of X x F such that
^ n (^ x F,-)< # n {a x F/) < <%.
For any F e ru selectC/F e ^ so that
VH(A xFi) c I7F.
Sincei x 7 is C*-embedded in X x Y, there existsa cozero-setU'v of Ix 7
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such that U'v H(Ax Y) = Uv. Let us put
Wv=VnU'v and W = {WV＼V e^ieN}.
Then iV is a er-locallyfinitecollectionof cozero-setsof X x Y such that
im(AxY)<<% and AxY<={JiT.
Since (J^ is a cozero-setof Ix F containing A x Y, hy Theorem 1.1 there
existsa cozero-setH of X x Y such that
(AxY)HH = 0 and (J^rUflr = XxF-
Let
Tr' = Tru{^},
then if' is a er-locallyfinitecozero-setscover of X x Y and
f'n(^x7)< #.
Thus, A x F is ^-embedded in X x 7. which comoletes the oroof. l~1
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
Before proving these theorems, let us recall the definition of P-spaces and
basic facts of E-spaces and cr-spaces. In the following we assume all spaces are
Hausdorff.
A space X is a P-space [5] if for any index set D, and for any collection
{G(ai,..., 0Ln)|ai,...,an e O; n e N} of open subsets of X such that
G(ai,...,aB) c G(ai,...,aM,afl+i)forai,...,afl,an+i efl,
there exists a collection {F(≪i,..., aw)|ai,..., txne Q;n g N} of closed subsets of
X such that the conditions (i), (ii) below are satisfied:
(i) F(ai,...,a≪) c G(ai,...,a≪) for ai,.. .,aR eQ,
(ii) X=U{G(≪i,---,oc≪)|≪eiV}^X=U{ir(ai---a≪)lwe^}-
Let 7 be a S-space. Then by [8, Lemmal. 4], Y has a sequence, called a
E-≪er, {<?w|≪g iV} of locally finite closed covers of Y which satisfies the following
conditions:
(iii) Sn is written as {E{vl＼,..., <xn)|ai,...,<xne O} with an index set Cl,
(iv) E(ai,...,an) = [j{E(otu ... ,an,an+i)＼oin+i eQ} for ai,...,aseO,
(v) For every y e Y, C(y) is countably compact, and there exists a sequence
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ai,0C2,..., eQ such that C(y) c V with V open implies C(y) a E(a.＼,...,an) c
V for some n, where C(y) = f]{E＼y eEe£mneN}.
If a regular space Y is a cr-space, then Y has a sequence, called a cr-≪e£,
{^j|≪ g TV} of locally finite closed covers of Y which satisfies (iii),(iv) above and
(v;) below ([9, Theorem 1]):
(v') For each ye Y there exists a sequence ai,a2,...eQ such that ye
E(cl＼,..., an) for each ne N and y eV with V open implies y e E{a＼,..., aw) c
F for some ≪.
A space F is a strong H-space if F has 2-net {<fw} such that C(_v) is compact
for each y e Y. Nagami proved in [8, Theorem 4.10] that for a f*-space X and a
strong 2-space Y if X x Y is normal, then X x Y is countably paracompact,
and in [9, Theorem 5] that for a collectionwise normal P-space X and a
paracompact cr-space Y if Ix F is normal, then X x Y is collectionwise
normal. Our Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are motivated by these results.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It is sufficientto show the "only if" part. Assume
A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y. Let Z be a zero-set of X x Y disjoint from
A v V TRirctwp nliQpn?p tihnt
(1) (ix7)nZ = 0.
To see this,let y be any point of Y. Since A is C-embedded in X, A x {y} is C-
embedded in X x Y, and (^4 x {y}) f)Z = 0. Hence there existsa zero-set Z' of
X x 7 such that A x {y} a Z' and Z' D Z = 0, which implies (Ax{y})f]Z =
0. Hence we have (1).
Let {$n＼ne iV} be a E-net. Note that C(y) is compact for any y e Y since F
is paracompact. Define
H(ah ...,≪,)= I ){P|Fis open in X; (i1 x E(au... ,aH)) flZ = 0}
for ai,...,≪,e Q. Put
clearly G{ah ..., txn)
we have
G(an,...,aH)=H(zl,...,an)＼J(X-A)
is open in X. Since
H(txu...,ctn) <=H(au...,oin,ain+i)
G(au...,an) cz G(au...,an,0Ln+i)
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for any oq,...,aw,an+i e O. Since X is a P-space, there exists a collection
{Ffa,..., <xn)|ai,...,an e Q; n e N} of closed subsets such that
Ffa,...,un) c G(a!,...,aw)
and
(2) X = [j{Gfa,..., 0Ln)＼ne iV} =≫ X = ＼j{Ffa,..., O|n e ^}.
Then Ffa,... ,ctn)―H(cc＼,...,an) is closed and contained in X ―A. Since X is
normal, there exists a cozero-set Ufa,...,ocn) of X such that
F(oti,...,an) - jy(ai,...,aB) c t/(ai,...,aH) cl-i.
On the other hand, since Y is paracompact, for each Sn, there exits a locally
finitecozero-set cover 5£n―{L(ai,..., an)|ai,...,an e Q} of Y such that
£(ai,...,ocn)c L(ai,...,aw).
Let us put
W≫ = U{t/(≪i>･･･≫≪≫)xL(ai,...,aB)|ai,...,anen}.
Since <£nis locally finite,Wn is a cozero-set of X x Y. Hence W = ＼JneN^n
is a cozero-set of X x Y, and we have (Ax Y) f)W = 0 because A H
^/(ai,...,a≪)= 0.
Finally we shall show Z a W. To see this, pick (x, y) e Z. For y, there
exists a sequence a1,1x2,...eO satisfying (v) above. First we prove that X =
＼JneNG(aLi,...,(xn).Pick zeX. We may assume z e A. Then by (1) we have
({z} x C(y)) HZ = 0. Since C(y) is compact, there exist open sets O in X and
0' in Y such that
{z} x C{y) czOx O' czX x Y - Z.
By (v), there exists me N such that C(y) c ls(ai,..., am) cz O'. Hence it follows
that we have z e H(cl＼,...,ocm).Therefore z e G(ct＼,...,am), which shows that
X=＼J{G{*u...,aH)＼neN}. Consequently by (2) X = ＼J{F{olu...,0Ln)＼ne N}.
Select k e N so that x e F(a＼,...,0^). Then x e X - H(a.＼,...,0^) because
(x,y) eZ and yeE(an,...,ctk). So
x e F(ai,... ,ak) - H(ai,... ,ak) c Ufa,... ,a*),
therefore (x, y) e Wk <= W. Thus, we have Z c W. Now X x 7 - W is a zero-set
of X x Y containing Ax Y and is disjoint from Z. Hence Ax Y and Z are
completely separated in X x Y, which completes the proof. □
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let ^ be a locally finitecozero-set cover of A x Y.
To prove our theorem it suffices to show that there exists a cr-locallyfinite
cozero-set cover #oflx Y such that Wn(A x Y) <<$. Since <&is refined by
a ff-discretecozero-set cover of A x Y, we may assume 0 itselfis cr-discrete.
Hence let <& = ＼JieN&i, where ^,-= {Ga|/ieA/} is discrete. By assumption, for
any AeA,-, igTV, there exists a cozero-set Ha of X x Y such that //a H
(^ x 7) = GU.
First we shall show the following fact:
(3) Ax Y^UiHalleAiJeN}.
Pick y e Y. Let f/^ = {x e A＼(x,y)e Ha}. Then {C/a|2e A,-;? e A7"}is a er-discrete
cozero-set cover of A. Since ^4
is ^-embedded in X, there exists a locally finite
cozero-set cover {F^eA,-; i e iV} of X such that Va^A c=£/^for each leA;
and ?£TV. Since {(F^x F) n/T,^|^£A,-;/e N} is a locally finite cozero-set
collection of X x Y, U{(Va x r)n/rM|AeA,-; ieiV} is a cozero-set of X x Y
and we have
Since A x {y}
that
^x{j}c ＼J{(Va x Y)nHa＼leAt;ieN}.
Is C-embedded in I x F, there existsa zero-set Z of X x Y such
ix{j}cZc (J{(Va x Y)r＼Hik＼XeAi-ieN}.
Hence
A x M <= ＼J{(Va x Y)^Ha＼XeAi- ieN}^ ＼J{HiX＼keAt; i e N}.
Therefore ixFc [){Ha＼XeAi] i e N}.
Let $ = {$,} be a cr-netfor Y. By the paracompactness of Y, there exists a
locally finite cozero-set cover
{A'(ai,...,afI)|ai,...,aIIeO}
of Y such that
E(ah...,an) cK(oLi,...,ain)
for each oc＼,...,an e Q. Let us put
Ua{ai,...,an) = U{U＼Uis open inX,Ux E{ah... ,aB)czffa}
for ai,...,ocne Q. Then f/^(ai,...,an) is open in X. Define
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C//(ai,...,a≪)= []{Ua(ah...,an)＼leAi}
and
U(ah...,<xn) = (J{Ui(ah...,an)＼ieN}.
For any ≪i,...,aw,aw+i e Q, clearly
(4) C/(ai,...,an) a U{ocu..., aB,aB+i).
Let A and A' be distinct elements of A,-.For a＼,...,<xne O, we have
((lfo(≪i,･･･,an) DA) fl(^(≪i,... ,Un) HA)) x £(ai,...,an)
<=jyan(^x r)n^n(^x r) = (?ungu/= 0.
Hence
C/i^(ai,...,an) n £/a/(ai,...,aB) D ^ = 0.
Therefore
(5) [/a(a1)...,an)n^(ai,...)an)ni=0.
Define
F(a1,...,aM) = C/(a1,...,a≪)U(X-i).
Then K(ai,... ,aB) is open in X and F(ai,... ,aM) c K(ai,...,aB,a,,+i) by (4).
Since X is a P-space and normal, there exist a zero-set D(ol＼,...,ccn) and a
cozero-set L(oc＼,...,<xn)of X for ai,...,an e Q, ≪eiV such that
(6) D(ai,...,a≪) czL(ai,... ,an) c L(ai,... ,aB) <= V(ah ...,aB),
(7) jr=U{K(ai,...,aB)|iie^}=≫Ar= U {D(ai,... ,aw)|≪e N}.
Put
C(ai,...,aB) =^nL(ai,...,aB).
Then C(ai,..., an) c C/(ai,...,ocn)= ＼JieNUi(ai,...,<xn).Since X is countably
paracompact and normal, there exists a locally finite cozero-set collection
{iV,-(ai,.･･,a≪)|ie N} of X such that
(8) JV,-(ai,...,<xn)cz Ui{a.＼,...,an) = ＼J,eA.Ua(ai,..., ctn)
and
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C(ai,..., an) c (J .eArJV,-(ai,...,an)
Consequently by (5) and (8) we have that
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{N((ah ...,<xn)(1A n I7a(ai,...,an)＼2.eAt}
Is a discrete collection of X and that JVj-(ai,...,aw) flC/a(ai,･･-,≪,)(1^4 is a
{{X-D(uu...,<xn))nA,Ni{ah...,an)nUa(al,...,an)r)A＼AeAiJeN}
is a locally finitecozero-set cover of A. Since A is /^-embedded in X, there exists
a locally finitecozero-set cover
1T'(<xu...,<xn)= {Wi;(oLh...,an),W^(ah...,an)＼leAi,ieN}
of X such that
FFo'K...,o n^ c (x - dk ...,o) n^
and
^i(ai,. ･･,aw) flA c JV,-(ai,...,a≪)n C/a(≪i,･･･,O HA
Let us put
Wa(ah...,an) = ^(ai,...,aB)nJV,-(ai,...,aB),
and
^ = {(^(ai, ･･■,aw) x ^T(ai,...,aw)) D/T^|Ae A,-;al5...,an e O; i,≪e JV}.
Then #" is a cr-locallyfinitecozero-set collection of X x Y, and ^ fl(A x F) <
^.
Next we shall show that ^x7c ＼JW. Pick (x,_y)eixF. For this y,
there exists a sequence 1x1,1x2,...eQ. which has the property (v').Then we have
X = ＼J{V((x＼,...,oin)＼ne N}. To see this, pick z e X. If z e X - A, it is clear.
Let z e A. Then by (3) shown above, there exists ieN and XeAt such that
(z,y) Ha. So there exists open sets O in X and O' in Y such that
(z,y)e0x0'^Ha.
Bv the orooertv (V). there exists m e JV such that
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yeE(ai,...,am) <z O'.
Thus
zeOcz (7a(ai,...,aw) c C/(ai,...,aw) c F(ai,... ,am).
Hence it follows that X = ＼j{V{au ...,an)＼ne N}. Therefore X=[){D(au..., an)＼
n e N} by (7), so there exists k e N such that x e D(ai,..., a^). Since
W'(a＼,..., a*:)covers X, there existi g TV and Xe At such that x e ^(ai,..., ajt).
That is,
x e JV,-(ai,...,ajt)flUix{ai,...,ajt)(1^.
Hence x e W^A(ai,..., a^) and y e E(ct＼,...,o^) <= AT(ai,...,a^). Since x g
Ua(a.i,...,a^), we have (x,j)eifa. Consequently
(j:,^)g (Wa(ai,..., (xk)x tf(ai,...,0Lk))r＼Ha.
Thus we have shown A x Y a [Jif.
Since ^" is er-locallyfinite,[jiT is a cozero-set of X x Y, and
(Ixr- (JtT) (1(A x F) = 0.
By Theorem 1.2, there exists a cozero-set W in X x Y such that
(AxY)f)W = 0 and X x 7 - U^T cz W.
Define newly W by WU{W}. Then the above shows that iV is the required er-
locally finite cozero-set cover of X x F. This completes the proof. □
The following results, which are corollaries to Theorems 1.2 and 1.3,
together with Theorems 1.1 and 2.4 are proved in the author's master thesis at
Univ. Tsukuba (1995) (in Japanese).
Corollary 3.1. Let X be a normal P-space and A closedin X. Let Y be
a paracompact 1,-space.Then A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff A x Y is
C-embedded in 1x7.
Corollary 3.2. Let X be a collectionwisenormal P-space and A closedin
X. Let Y be a paracompact a-space. Then A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff
Ax Y is P-embedded in X x Y.
Remark. A subset A of a space X is said to be z-embedded in X if every
zero-setin A is the intersection of A with a zero-set in X. Clearly C*-embedding
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implies z-embedding. We note that in all of our results except Corollary 2.3
"C*-embedded" in the assumption can be weakened to "z-embedded".
For the normality of products, Yang [17] posed a problem whether it is
true that for a collectionwise normal P-space X and a paracompact E-space Y
normality of X x Y implies collectionwise normality of X x Y. Likewise, in our
case the following question remains open.
Question. In Theorem 1.3 or Corollary 3.2 can "a-space" be weakened
to "S-space"?
Aided In proof. Recently the author showed that "er-space" in Corollary
3.2 can be weakened to "E-space", and solved the Yang's problem above
affirmatively.
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